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In the last 3 years, some 40 Power couplers have been manufactured for the superconducting TESLA Test Facility linac at DESY. For the XFEL 
project, the objective is to manufacture 1000 couplers in less than 3 years time with a unit cost reduced by about 50%. To achieve this great 
effort, LAL (Laboratoire de l’Accélérateur Linéaire in Orsay) has contracted 3 industries to perform industrialization studies in parallel, in order 
to determine all manufacturing processes, identify all risks related to mass production and determine the manufacturing costs to ultimate level of 
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XFEL
X-Ray Free-Elect ron Laser
WG 7:
XFEL Power Couplers
Industrialization process and manufacturing
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Project organization
Agreement between DESY and CNRS:
XFEL Project Leader at DESY
Linac




























































LAL (CNRS) is in charge of 
industrialization studies of power couplers
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Baseline design
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Scope of delivery
In ISO 4 clean room:
• Cleaning
• pre-assembly
• Vacuum oven outgassing
• Final assembly on test stand
Manufacturing Final assembly




Deliver 2 by 2 RF conditioning
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Special expertises required from industry
1. Use of special stainless steel 316LN (procurement is difficult)
2. TIG welding (uniform, smooth, leaktight)
3. Vacuum brazing: Cu/Ceramic, Cu/steel (leaktight, mechanical resistant)
4. Cu plating (purity, RRR, adhesion, uniform thickness)
5. TiN coating (between 5nm and 10nm on ceramic windows to reduce multipactor effect)
6. EB welding (full penetration but protect RF surfaces)
7. Surfaces and material analysis capabilities
8. Respect Geometrical tolerances (at manufacturing and assembly)
9. Tooling and fixtures (many complex toolings)
10. Handling and cleanliness issues (special care)
11. Assembly in clean room ISO4 (many operations)
12. RF conditioning (needs Klystron, modulator and controls, room space)
Overall schedule of project « Power couplers for XFEL »
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- NC, several anomalies
Manufacturing: - long and difficult
- lack of procedure





Quality: - equal for all items
- reliable
Manufacturing:End objective: Large series
XFEL: 1 000 Couplers
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30 1 000 7 000 20 000
Quantity manufactured
Effect of mass production on unit cost and toolings cost (estimation)
Importance of industrial studies:
? industrial studies represent less than 5% of the total cost of manufacturing
? objective is to determine manufacturing costs with uncertainty < 10 %
? but: cost estimates will remain confidential
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Industrialization:      How ?       - 1 -
Necessary starting step: Functional analysis
? Each component to be analyzed in terms of:
? technical specifications and performance
? global design architecture
? material
? geometry and tolerances
? assembly process: types of welds, brazes
? interfaces
? mounting sequences
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Analysis of each function results in:
• options for design
• options for material
• options for geometry
• options for components junctions
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Example of part number decrease by choice of fabrication process



























• Gain in Manufacturing time
• Gain in assembly time




? 34% smaller number of parts for XFEL
? 60% smaller number of parts for ILC
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Industrialization:   Design development     -1-
? Design for « manufacturability »
• Review existing design
• Identify the necessary functions
• Determine maximum acceptable tolerances
• Identify possible options for design
• Seek functional simplicity :
• to minimise the number of parts
• use standard products whenever possible
• design for ease of assembly: several assembly solutions are possible, investigate 
and optimise
• failure tolerant design
• design for ease of control and test
• design in view of constraints of packing and transport
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Industrialization:   Design development     -2-
• Risk mitigation:
• Identify areas of technical and process risk
• Evaluation and ranking of risks
• Reduction of risks: update design of risky areas
• Development phase:
• Detailed product specifications
• Writing of detailed procedures for manufacturing and control
• Validation phase:
• Modelling of component and process
• Testing
• Prototypes
• Update design and documents
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• Other constraints on the design:   Interfaces with other WP’s
1. Mechanical parameters
• Authorized volume and mass
• Interface surface: position, orientation, dimensions, tolerances, surface finish, 
material, limit of deliverables
2. Vacuum parameters
• Flange type, vacuum level, desorption rate, port conductance
3. Thermal parameters
• Dissipated thermal power, interface with thermal screens, conductivity
4. Electrical parameters
• Limit of deliverables, connectors, power supply, ground line, data protocol
5. Constraints on stability, position: alignments, displacements during cool down
6. Constraints on cleanliness: on-site storage and assembly procedures
7. Environmental parameters: temperature, hygrometry, air cooling, radiations (106 Gy), EMC
8. Assembly and integration constraints
• Alignment, reference points, tooling and fixtures, handling
• Assembly sequences, cabling
• Time schedule
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For the XFEL power couplers, industrialization studies are performed 
through “Definition contracts” :
• Essentially intellectual work : (in dialog between the industry and our Lab)
? Define all manufacturing processes (engineering studies and validation models)
? Risk analysis (design, processes, logistics)
? Determine costs for mass production and justify
• Produce 2 prototypes (to be tested at LAL – Orsay)
Particularities
• 3 contracts are awarded on the same subject: « Industrial studies »
- running simultaneously during 2 years, followed-up and controlled by LAL
- independantly from each other
- results of studies will be partially disclosed (see IP clauses)
Contracts awarded according 
to french procurement rules
in March 2006 to:
ACCEL Instruments (D)
e2v technologies (UK)
TOSHIBA Electron Tubes & Devices (JP)
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What are the stakes 
For the XFEL project:
• minimize risks related to project:
- all technical issues will be solved
- development plan ready
• minimize costs contingency and financial risks:
- determination of manufacturing costs to ultimate level of detail
- assurance that the chosen contractor will succeed
• gained time on manufacturing contract: all engineering studies are done
• gain in industrial maturity: scaling up by a factor of 20 for ILC will be easy
For the industry:
• assurance to succeed technically
• assurance to avoid a financial   « flop »
• gain a know-how which will be strategic for future projects
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System Design Review: T0 + 4 months
- Functional specs, PBS, Interfaces
- Materials and techniques proposals
- Experiment plan
Preliminary Design Review: T0 + 8 months (excl. August)
- TDR, preliminary design and QA plan
- Management plan and Detailed schedule
- Preliminary risk analysis
- Validation Models and mockups
Critical Design Review: T0 + 14 months
- Detailed specs and drawings
- Final QA plan
- Assembly plan
- Preliminary cost analysis 
Final Review: T0 + 21 months (excl. August)
- Manufacturing plan
- Final risk analysis
- Configuration control plan
- Documents control plan
- Deliver 2 prototypes + doc
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Deliverables for the definition contracts
1 – Technical and financial reports:
- Contractual detailed list
- To be delivered at each main Review
2 - Deliver validation models: at PDR and CDR
- Models A: Techniques for joints (welds and brazes)
- Models B: techniques for parts (machining, forming, spinning, casting,…)
- Models C: Materials
- Models D: Cu coating
- Models E: TiN coating
3 – Deliver 2 prototypes:
Already prepared in clean room:
- cleaned
- baked
- assembled on test stand and vacuum pumped
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Intellectual property issues
clauses of IP were defined precisely in the contract
BASIC PRINCIPLES:
• All informations existing in the industry prior to contract: remain exclusive property of industry
• Inventions, know-how acquired, created or perfected during contract execution:
Rights of CNRS
Inventions, methods and know-how acquired
Obligation of 
disclosure to 
CNRS Circulate and publish 
Use and 
reproduce Adapt
1 Procedures for welding, brazing, Cu coating, TiN coating No X 1
2
Other methods, procedures and sequences of fabrication,
WBS, Specific piece part drawings,
Special tooling and fixtures developed for fabrication, 
assembly and control,
Cost proposal information
Yes X 1 X 1
3 What is subject to a patent application in Europe Yes 2 X 3
4
Sub-assembly and assembly drawings,
PBS, Types of connexions and methods of assembly,
All technical documents not covered by industrial property
Yes X X X
Notes : 1.     At the condition that manufacturing is performed by the inventor 
2.     Supplier shall inform CNRS of his intentions. Disclosure after patent application.
3.     Licence of use is royalty free for CNRS, worldwide
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At the end of the contracts for industrial studies:
• Procedure will terminate
• Each of the 3 solutions proposed by industry will be rated by an
evaluation procedure using a list of criteria
• New specifications will be established based on the « best »
characteristics taken from the 3 solutions 
? Call for tenders for production of XFEL couplers will be initiated 
within a group of selected industries
? French procurement rules: choose the « most appropriate » tender,                  
not the lowest bid
Issue to consider:
• For the future mass fabrication:    1 or 2 manufacturing contracts ?      
It depends on:
• Industrial risks
• Safety of procurement
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Contract(s) for manufacturing the 1000 power couplers
for XFEL will be awarded in 2008
The selection process will include:
• Technical audit of candidates:
• Expertise in the domain
• Manpower and equipment
• Logistics
• Risks analysis
• QA audit wrt ISO9001:2000
• Negociation on price
